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<p>Hello world! I am a paragraph.</p>

<img 

src="https://placekitten.com/g/200/200" />

HTML is a document defined by tags. 
That can either mean a matching set of tags to define the begging and end of their content. 

or 
A self-closing tag. 

 
All opening and self-closing tags can contain attributes that hold other information about the element. Closing tags 

cannot.



Anchor
A link to another page, image, pdf, etc. 
href: the path (typically url) to the new item 
target: how the path should be opened (same or 
new tab)

Division
A section or block of content

<a 

href="https://google.com"> 

    I am a link. 

</a> 

<div>Hello World.</div>

There are a lot of different HTML tags, we are going to focus on a few of the most commonly used ones



Inline Frame
An embedded page, i.e. YouTube video embed 
src: the path to the content that should be embed 
Typically other attributes like height, width, 
allowfullscreen

Image (Self-closing)
An image 
src: the path (typically url) to the image that should 
be displayed 

<iframe 

src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/1prweT95Mo0">

</iframe> 

<img 

src="https://placekitten.com/g/200/200"/>

There are a lot of different HTML tags, we are going to focus on a few of the most commonly used ones



Table

Not recommended for using to make regular layouts on 
webpages, however they are great for helping to format emails. 
Consists of multiple tags: table, thead, tbody, tr, th, td

<table>

    <thead>

        <tr>

            <th>Column One</th>

            <th>Column Two</th>

        </tr>

    </thead>

    <tbody>

        <tr>

            <td>Data in column one</td>

            <td>Data in column two</td>

        </tr>

    </tbody>

</table>           

There are a lot of different HTML tags, we are going to focus on a few of the most commonly used ones



<h1>Cat Facts</h1>

<img src="https://placekitten.com/g/300/200" />

<p>

    Here are some facts about cats:

</p>

<ul>

    <li>Cats are believed to be the only mammals who don’t taste sweetness, probably 

the reason 

    they are so salty!</li>

    <li>Cats have the largest eyes relative to their head size of any mammal, this is 

so they can 

    see your mistakes</li>

</ul>   

https://jsfiddle.net/courtneycooksey/qwckexo2/11/





Element

Padding

Border

Margin



<div class="test"> 

  Hello World 

</div> 

<style> 

  .test { 

    width: 200px; 

    padding: 8px; 

    border: 2px solid grey; 

    margin: 10px; 

  } 

</style>

Total width of element: width + padding + border + 
margin

200 + (8x2) + (2x2) + (10x2) =  240







id selector: select an element by id (# before id)
class selector: select elements by class name (. before 
class)
element selector: select elements by tag name (tag name)

Chain selectors (no space between selectors) 
Select any level child elements (space between selectors) 

#foo { ... }

.bar { ... }

div { ... }

div.foo.bar { ... }

.parent .child { ... 

}

Full Reference: https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_selectors.asp

<div id="foo"></div>

<div class="bar foo">

</div>

<div></div>

<div class="parent">

  <div class="child">

</div>

</div>



Specificity matters in CSS, the order of importance being:
Inline styles1.
IDs2.
Classes, pseudo-classes, attribute selectors3.
Elements and pseudo-elements4.

 
 

  There is also the !important rule that increases the value of 
specificity calculated for the CSS it is applied to

<div style="color: blue;"></div>

<div id="foo" fizz="buzz"></div>

<div class="test"></div>

<h1>Hello World</h1>

<style>

    #foo {

        color: grey;

    }

    .test, div:hover, div[fizz="buzz"] {

        background-color: lightblue;

    }

    h1, div:before{

        color: green !important;

    }

</style>



Not what you expected right?

div:not(.container) = 1 + 10
.bar = 10

https://jsfiddle.net/courtneycooksey/vnf67tyb/4/





DAY 1 OF WEB DEVELOPMENT

10 YEARS OF WEB DEVELOPMENT



Bootstrap is an online library of CSS classes and JS functions that can help make your site responsive and 
have some interactive elements like accordions and sliders.

<div class="accordion">

    <div class="panel">

        <a role="button"></a>

        <div class="collapse">

</div>

    </div>

</div>

*pseudo code, not functional



The width of any row is 12 columns

<div class='row'>

    <div class='col-xs-2'>Col-2</div>

    <div class='col-xs-6'>Col-6</div>

    <div class='col-xs-4'>Col-4</div>

</div>





<div class="row">

  <div class="col-xs-12 col-md-6">

    <label for="firstname">First Name</label>

    <input type="text" class="form-control" name="firstname"/>

  </div>

  <div class="col-xs-12 col-md-6">

    <label for="lastname">Last Name</label>

    <input type="text" class="form-control" name="lastname"/>

  </div>

</div>



Bootstrap has helper classes for adding padding and margin 
to your elements as well. 

Class names start with m or p to determine if margin or 
padding should be added. 
Then an optional letter if it should not be applied to every 
side: 

x: left and right only

y: top and bottom only

t: top only

b: bottom only

l: left only

r: right only

Ends with hyphen and a number to denote the amount of 
space to add 

<h2 class="py-2">Hello World</h2>

<p class="mb-3">...</p>

<p>...</p>





Right click > Inspect



Selecting an element will open the styles for the element.
The CSS being applied to the element1.
A link to open the source code where that CSS rule is2.
Here you can manipulate the CSS and see live changes (only for you in your browser, until you refresh)3.

1

2

3



I know my theme has links (anchor tags) that look like buttons. How can I figure out how to replicate it 
somewhere else on the site?

Go to a page with the desired element1.
Open the developer console2.
Find the element 3.
Look at what css classes or styles are applied to it4.
Create your new element replacing the inner text and href but using the same css class names5.



One section of my website uses a lava template written by a developer. I also have an html block on the page 
and the headers look different from each other.

Open the developer console1.
Select each header2.
Compare differences3.
Apply necessary changes to the header in your HTML block or request an updated lava template4.





<h2>

    Hi {{CurrentPerson.NickName}}

</h2>

<p>Check out our latest blog posts!

</p>

<h2>Hi Courtney</h2>

<p>Check out our latest blog posts!</p>



<ul>

  {% for i in Items %}

    <li>

      <a href="{{i | Attribute:'Link'}}">{{i.Title}}

</a>

    </li> 

  {% endfor %}

</ul>
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